
Easy benchmark automation
Benchmarks are essential tools for testing and comparing PC performance. But 
manually benchmarking more than a few systems at a time can quickly become 
time-consuming and inefficient.

Testdriver makes benchmark automation easy. With Testdriver, there is no need 
to be physically present at the tested PCs. Deploy and run benchmarks on any PC 
in a organisation from one central control console. Testdriver can benchmark 
hundreds, even thousands, of client systems simultaneously. The results are 
collected and stored in a central database for easy access and reporting.

Install

Remotely install and run 
benchmarks over your 
network. Testdriver client 
manages benchmark 
installs and uninstalls, 
and can trigger automatic 
updates on 
the client machines.

Intended use cases
Enterprise IT: Replace costly and time-consuming field inspections with centrally 
managed remote testing and monitoring. Testdriver can help avoid costly wastage 
by replacing systems only when needed rather than following a fixed time-based 
schedule. Use it to evaluate the impact of software updates on a select set of 
systems before rolling the update to all users.

Production line: Automate the testing of devices coming off the production line, 
which saves time, reduces errors, improves reporting, and ensures quality. 
Testdriver also provides database access to historical test data allowing device 
manufacturers to quickly identify trends and remedy problems.

IT procurement: Testdriver helps purchasers specify PC performance with 
benchmark scores. This makes it easy to compare tenders and avoids overspending 
on overspecified PCs, making savings from fair and open vendor competition.

Schedule & run

Define the sets of 
benchmarks and target 
systems for testing, 
then schedule the runs. 
Check the running 
status and monitor 
progress for each 
system under test.

Report

Automatically collect and 
store all benchmark results 
in one central database.  
Search, sort, and filter the 
results. Save PDF reports 
or export the data to 
Microsoft Excel or CSV 
files for further analysis.

Licensing
Annual licenses available for Testdriver. 
Benchmark licenses purchased separately.

• Save your company time and 
money with easy benchmark 
automation.

• Set up, schedule, and run 
benchmarks on any PC 
connected to your network.

• Testdriver supports an 
unlimited number of client 
systems and runs.

• Collect and store your 
benchmark results in your own 
database automatically.

• Powerful reporting, charts, and 
data analysis.

• Supports the latest benchmarks 
from UL: PCMark 10, PCMark 8, 
3DMark, and VRMark.

• You can also deploy third-party 
benchmarks, applications, and 
system updates.

• Simple to setup and use. 
Testdriver runs on a Windows 
PC or server.

For more information, please contact 
UL.BenchmarkSales@ul.com




